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VISITORS

One of our first visitors in the New Year was the
Garda Support Unit Ecureuil ‘copter which dropped
in early January-nice machine that!
The full squadron of microlights from Limetree and
thereabouts arrived unexpectedly on Sunday 7th
January-it

MEMBERSHIP FEES- are due so please pay your
dues as soon as possible. The various ways of
paying these have been well explained and laid out
by Harry McNamara in last newsletter and emails to
all members. Please contact Harry or Leah wallace,
membership secretary if you still need advice on
your payment, otherwise simply pay by docket.
Remember-you are not insured to fly unless you
have paid .

NIGHT CLASSES
The night classes for the PPL started on Thursday
25th January and we had an excellent turnout on the
opening. These will continue every Thursday night
until July and will covering- Navigation,
Meteorology, Communications, Flight Performance
and Planning and more. Do contact your instructor if
you intend to enrol in these classes. The study books
and answer books are available from Pooleys and we
have some in stock at the club. Check with your
instructor re class dates.
……………………………………………………….
looked like we were having another fly-in! Our
biggest problem was where to park them as the
fields were completely waterlogged but we
managed! It just happened to be a sunny, beautiful
day-rare things these days!
……………………………………………………….

CHAPTER 1597 – LIMERICK IRELAND
YOUNG AA EAGLES- Gerry Ryan
Limerick Flying Club presents itself as a unique
location in Irish aviation. An airfield literally in the
heart of Limerick City with fantastic facilities,
offering an out of the ordinary experience for those
wishing to try their hand at flying.
However, as pilots it is easy for us to take for
granted such an excellent facility and the thrills and
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excitement it offers when the routine becomes the
norm rather than the exception.
I noticed that a certain amount of apathy had set in
to the EICN routine. Invariably I would wind up
at EICN at some point during the day, where I would
hang out with the regulars and have a bit of craic.

people to discuss aviation and all things flying! To
date, we have had many enjoyable meetings with a
variety of speakers presenting on various aspects of
aviation including: Foncy Hobbins on The
Shannon Air Disaster, Harry McNamara on Flying
in The USA, Joe Sullivan on Flying in Spain, Sam
Swift on The Reno Air Races etc.

Weather permitting we would fly, drink tea, fly
again and generally talk about aviation...But
something was missing…. I just didn’t know what.
Then one afternoon I went to EICN with my
daughter Kate and two of her school friends. We
pulled out the Sportcruiser and were soon in the air.
The excitement, screams, laughter and joy was
infectious. The girls shrieked with glee with every
bump, turn and dive! The shouts of again, again
made it one of the most enjoyable flights I had flown
for ages. It made me think that flying had become so
normal and everyday that I had begun to take for
granted how unique an experience it is. I had lost
sight of how lucky I was to be able to get airborne
and see our beautiful city and country from above.
More importantly, I had forgotten how enjoyable it
was to bring that incredible experience of flight to
someone who had never experienced it before from
the front seat of a light aircraft!
From this realization was born EAA Chapter 1597 –
Limerick Ireland with a view to spreading the
excitement about flying. We had our first meeting in
The Woodfield House Hotel in October 2016 where
16 members signed up. We are always looking for
new members, so if you have an interest in aviation
please contact me for details on how to join us.
Our goal is simple. Get together with like-minded

Attending the latest EAA Chapter 1597 meeting at
The Woodfield Hotel – Form left Brian Doyle, Dave
Fielding, Leah Wallace, Paul Keane, Sam Swift,
Mark Burkley, Aidan O’Rourke, Gerry Ryan.
More are planned in the coming months with Dave
Fielding next out of the blocks with his “Engine &
Aircraft Systems” presentation for our November
meeting.
Cleansing ale in the bar afterwards of course follows
all meetings. However, the one stand out and blindly
successful activity we have undertaken, as EAA
Chapter 1597 so far has been Young Eagles!
This, ladies and gentlemen, has blown any
complacency that may have been present, right out
the window!
So far we have had two major Young Eagles events.
One for Ard Scoil Ris boy’s school and one for Ard
Scoil Mhuire girl’s school and our next event are
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Currently in the planning stages. In total we have
flown over 60 Young Eagles, have been featured in
the EAA global magazine twice and made it to
prime time TV! Not bad for a crowd of pilots in a
rut!

Transition Year Students from Ard Scoil Ris Secondary
School proudly displaying their Young Eagles certs and
logbooks.

The pilots, ground crew and volunteers involved are
the real reason for the success of our Young Eagles
events. Without such support none of the YE events
would be possible. As per the Young Eagles
tradition the entire YE flight experience is 100%
FREE for the young person flying. The pilot’s pay
for the flights, the ground crew give their time
willingly and the members of EAA Chapter 1597
pay for the refreshments.
I would also like to thank Limerick Flying Club for
allowing us to use Coonagh Airfield to run our
Young Eagle events. However we all benefit from
such a great Young Eagle experience. I can’t
remember how many times pilots told me it was

great to see such activity at the airfield. They were
delighted that so many young people we enjoying
their day at Limerick Flying Club while being part
of what is truly a unique experience. A typical YE
day at Coonagh starts with the set up.
Our team of pilots, ground crew (also pilots), bar
staff (some pilots) and general helpers (soon to be
pilots) make light work of what is a big logistical
challenge. Safety is paramount, so safety barriers are
erected. Refreshments are vital so the boiler is on
and the “hang sambos” are ready. Planning is
critical, so all pilots, ground crew and ATC take part
in a thorough pre-flight briefing where the flight
route is announced, turning points are identified and
flight sequences are decided.
All the while the Young Eagles are being checked in
and are being allocated boarding passes and are
being assigned to their aircraft. The buzz around the
airfield is just fantastic! The bold Rev Richardson is
managing to capture the entire event on camera and
will later post some spectacular videos to YouTube
with bitchin’ backing tracks. Have a look at some of
his great cinematographyArdScoilMhuire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoC8_3d3rKI&t
=275s
ArdScoilRis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgW1bHHGGL
I&t=164s
The final briefing is for the Young Eagles where
they are briefed on what to expect during the flight,
the importance of safety and they are also reminded
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as to the real reason for the day – “To Have Fun!”.
The excitement is now palpable as the first Young
Eagles are introduced to their pilot and head to their
aircraft. Then all hell breaks loose.... 10 aircraft
engines roar into life at the same time. Noise from
the engines fill the air, parents, teachers and Young
Eagles all watch on as the fleet does the warm ups
and pre-flight checks. Then one after the other, 10
aircraft go to full power and roar down the runway
at EICN. On board is a nervous and excited Young
Eagle. Excited to be moving but still a little nervous
nonetheless. Then as each aircraft lifts off, the
Young
Eagle’s
expression
changes
from
nervousness and apprehension to absolute
exhilaration!
They absolutely love it! They can’t believe it! They
are flying and they are in the front seat!
Look at the view! There is Thomond Park! There is
my house! I never knew the river was so wide!
As we climb, the cameras come out, the stories and
live feeds go online... friends and family on the
ground can also live the experience!
Turbulence doesn’t worry them. They are too
engrossed in the flight, the view; the incredible
feeling that only flying in a light aircraft can give
you.
The Young Eagle gets to experience all of the action
in the cockpit and every move and attitude change of
the aircraft. The best feeling of all for the pilot is
that you have provided this incredible experience for
them. It is something they will never forget and you
made it happen. Most flights circumnavigate
Limerick City and take around 15 minutes to

complete. Enter and taxi to the end of 28. Do final
pre take off checks, announce “Rolling 28” and feed
in the power. Lift off from 28 with a right turn out
and climb to 1,000 feet. Route direct to Ardnacrusha
power station for the first turning point. Don’t cut
he corner. From there to Annacotty Weir. Right turn
again to track south of the motorway and head for
the Cement Factory at Mungret. Great views of
beautiful Limerick City along this leg. Descend to
800 feet and right turn to join a left downwind for
28, followed by a left turn onto base at Barrington’s
Pier. Turn finals and a nice approach and landing.
Taxi back to the apron with a delirious Young Eagle
on board! Great excitement all around!
Next! The work of the YE pilots and crew has not
finished though. The next batch of Young Eagles is
boarded and the roar of engines fills the air again as
the next flights take to the sky. Once the flight is
completed, each Young Eagle is presented with a
Certificate of Flight, A Log Book, a Student
Membership from EAA and a subscription to
Sporty’s Online Learn to Fly Course.
The main idea is fun, however this initial flight
might just sow the seeds of a career in aviation for
some of them. Hopefully we will see some of them
back at Coonagh as students and PPLs in the future.
Feedback from Young Eagles, their parents and
Teachers has been incredible. They are amazed at
what we do because it is so far from the normal daily
routine for most people. This is why we need to
ensure we never loose sight of how lucky we are to
be able to do this hanks to everyone involved in
Limerick Flying
Club and EAA Chapter 1597 for making our Young
Eagles days and our monthly meetings so successful.
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Less than 1% of the world’s population has a pilot’s
licence! That makes us a very unique breed.
Let’s work together to spread the word about
Limerick Flying Club, Young Eagles and EAA
Chapter 1597. Safe Flying!
For more information on EAA Chapter 1597 &
Young Eagles, please contact Gerry Ryan on 086222 0680 or via email at set@eircom.net
……………………………………………………………………………
DOWN IN THE ATLANTIC- F. Hobbins

Photo: Google

The sight of a mighty aircraft carrier approaching
the Shannon Estuary must have been an astonishing
sight to anyone let alone to a five-year old boy in
Ballybunion, Co. Kerry! But there it was, Canadian
HMCS Bonaventure, arriving to offload survivors
and bodies from Lockheed Super Constellation of
Flying Tiger Airlines on Flight 923 which some time
earlier had successfully ditched in the wild Atlantic
Ocean. The carrier remained on station in the estuary
awaiting rescue helicopters and ready to give all
assistance required.

Photo: Ragnor Domstad

The aircraft had re-fuelled at Gander in
Newfoundland en route to Frankfurt in Germany
with a full passenger load of US Army personnel
and their wives. It was chartered to the US Army
under the Military Air Transport System (MATS).
There were 76 passengers on board on the night of
September 23, 1962 when the first engine cut out,
followed by two more. It was impossible to continue
to keep the aircraft airborne and Capt. Murray had
made the most difficult decision to ditch in a storm
lashed Atlantic- what a thought. This he did
brilliantly. The S.O.S was picked up by Valentia
coastguard station who directed the Swiss registered
‘Celerina’ and the Bonaventure with six destroyer
escorts to alter their course to assist in the hoped for
rescue of survivors. A major rescue operation was
now underway and the ‘Celerina’ was the nearest to
the ditched aircraft at about sixty miles distant. They
spotted light flares in the distance dropped by
searching aircraft and eventually spotted a life raft
that was packed with 52 people on board in a bad
way. They were lifted on board and the ship
proceeded towards Cork and two helicopters of the
RAF ferried passengers to the aircraft carrier. They
were later transferred to Shannon Airport. Sadly, 28
passengers from Flight 923 perished in the stormy
Atlantic.
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‘Aviation on the Shannon’-is a new piblication by
Irish Air Letter covering the aviation history at
Foynes and Shannon Airport before World War 11,
and up to the present day. It has 110 black & white
and colour photos in A4 print. It is available from
Irish Air Letter, 20, Kempton Way, Dublin,, Ireland
and costs €30+€3 postage.
………………………………………………….........

LINKS- B.Beegan
If you are attending the night classes the following
sites should be of interestwww.pplcruiser.co.uk
www.airquiz.com
ppltutor.com

Blast from the past!- A reader of our newsletter on
the website in the USA, George Knuckley of Seattle,
e-mailed to say his brother-in-law Martin Stanton
flew Chipmunks at Coonagh with Darby Kennedy in
the mid 50s with the old Shannon Aero Club.You
never know where we might be seen do you!.

……………………………………………………..
NEXT ISSUE: 1 May
PLEASE SEND ANY SUBMIISIONS/ PHOTOS
TO THE EDITOR ABOVE
Articles
The LFC Newsletter is published quarterly in the first week of
the month. All articles, letters, etc. must reach the Editor at
least two days before distribution. All club members, and nonmembers who are interested in our club, or flying, are invited to
publish articles. Please submit your article by email to
newsletter@limerickflyingclub.com or in person or by post.
They may on any subject you wish, information, gossip, fun,
logistics, or anything else.
Disclaimer
The articles, opinions and ideas published in the LFC Newsletter
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Limerick Flying Club
(Coonagh) Limited Committee or its officers, who accept no
liability for the articles or for any statements made.
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